Does the measurement of the difference of resistive indexes in spleen and kidney might be used for characterization of intrarenal tardus parvus phenomenon in chronic kidney disease?
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ABSTRACT

Doppler sonography is used as a routine test for detection of renal artery stenosis (RAS). Although increased peak systolic velocity at the site of the narrowing is a widely accepted method for assessing main renal artery stenosis, tardus parvus phenomenon detected on the downstream blood flow has been used as an alternative to direct insonation of the main artery. However, the uncertainty about the best Doppler parameter to be used for characterization of tardus parvus has yielded a variety of studies. Recently, the difference between the resistive index of the spleen and kidney (RISK) has been proposed as a potential marker of kidney damage and Doppler criterion for RAS in hypertensive patients without chronic kidney disease (CKD). The hypothesis of this study was to speculate further and propose the RISK as valuable new Doppler diagnostic criteria for the tardus parvus in CKD too. Data from 183 control patients and 135 chronic kidney disease patients (CKD) were included in the study to test the feasibility of the method and plausibility of the hypothesis. Criteria inclusion was a color Doppler ultrasound measurement of the renal (RRI) and spleen resistive index (SRI). Serum creatinine (0.83 ± 0.20 vs 3.27 ± 1.74), RRI (0.60 ± 0.06 vs 0.69 ± 0.09), SRI (0.55 ± 0.06 vs 0.58 ± 0.09), RISK (0.06 ± 0.04 vs 0.11 ± 0.08), and spleen size (94.1 ± 13.2 vs 100.8 ± 16.5) were higher in CKD patients (p < 0.05). RRI correlated with SRI in both groups; however, the coefficient of determination was different (Z = 2.29, p = 0.022). In the CKD group, RISK correlated inversely with age (r = −0.276; p = 0.001) and positively with creatinine (r = 0.509; p < 0.001). In the multivariate analysis, creatinine remained an independent predictor of the high RISK (Wald = 13.07; p < 0.001; odds ratio = 1.87; 95% confidence interval 1.33–2.62). Since extraneous factors similarly influence RRI and SRI, the SRI can be considered the correction factor that can estimate the cardiovascular burden on the RRI. Consequently, according to the suggested hypothesis, RISK helps to distinguish the tardus parvus related to RAS from tardus parvus related to systemic influences on Doppler morphology. The identification of the underlying mechanisms of tardus parvus, would help a more accurate characterization of the phenomenon and improve screening and diagnostic test for RAS in CKD patients.

Introduction

Hypertension has become the most common public health concern worldwide [1] with an estimated overall prevalence of around 30% [2,3]. This disease causes significant morbidity and is an important risk factor for cardiovascular disease events.

The vast majority of high blood pressure diagnoses fall into the category of essential or primary hypertension; however, in some people, a resistant high blood pressure is caused by a condition called secondary hypertension [4]. Among the many potential causes of secondary hypertension, renal artery stenosis (RAS) is an important and potentially correctable cause [5].

Although the prevalence of RAS is relatively low in patients with mild hypertension [6], the overall prevalence rate is much higher in a highly selected referral population (i.e. malignant hypertension, young patients with hypertension, the presence of an abdominal bruit, decreased serum potassium, unexplained azotemia, recurrent congestive heart failure or flash pulmonary edema [7–12] reaching 20% of patients with end-stage renal failure [13].

Angiography has been long recognized as the gold standard diagnostic test for the morphologic visualization of RAS [14–16]; however, it is invasive and should not be used as an initial diagnostic test.
Doppler ultrasound is recommended as the routine test for detection of RAS in patients with hypertension [17]. Although the Duplex ultrasound offers several advantages, such as wide availability, noninvasiveness, low cost, and patient tolerance, its use as a screening test is still a matter of debate [18,19].

Using Doppler sonography, the diagnosis relies on increased blood velocity through the area of the narrowing of the main renal artery [20] or on the characterization of the post-stenotic tardus parvus (small-amplitude waveform with a prolonged systolic rise) phenomenon in the distal renal artery [21], which has been the subject of controversy [22–25].

The use of Doppler sonography to assess blood velocity has been hampered by a number of factors like obesity, failure to hold the breath, bowel gas, accessory renal arteries, and acoustic shadowing due to calcified plaques, which affect method accuracy [19,24–26]. On the other hand, the uncertainty about the best Doppler parameter to be used for characterization of tardus parvus has yielded the appearance of a variety of studies [22–25].

Hypothesis

Recently, the difference between the resistive index of the spleen and kidney (DI-RISK) (from now on called RISK) has been proposed as a potential marker of kidney damage [27]. More recently, RISK has been shown to be useful for diagnosis of RAS in patients without chronic kidney disease (CKD) [28]. Based on these assumptions, the hypothesis of this study was to speculate further and propose the RISK as a valuable new Doppler diagnostic criteria for the tardus parvus phenomenon in order to improve the diagnosis of RAS in CKD patients too.

Material and methods

In order to test the feasibility of the method and plausibility of the hypothesis preliminary data from a pilot study was included. The study design was a retrospective survey based on single samples. All patients were referred for sonography evaluation by a group of general practitioners.

The study took place between June 2010 and August 2017 and included 318 subjects, all of whom underwent a standardized investigation of the left kidney and spleen using color Doppler ultrasound in a routine ultrasound examination using the transumbilary approach on an outpatient basis (ultrasound section of the Policlinica Antonio Ribeiro Netto, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil).

Participants were excluded from the present analysis due to the presence of morphological kidney abnormalities such as pyelectasia, solid tumors, single kidney, horseshoe kidney, or disparity in renal length larger than 15 mm [26] (if the left kidney was smaller). Patients undergoing dialysis and patients who received a kidney transplant were ruled out. Patients referred for renal Doppler to rule out RAS were also excluded regardless of the result.

Based on findings of a population-based study (726 subjects) [29], in which reference values for RRI were established (women: 0.64 ± 0.05; men: 0.62 ± 0.05), patients with RRI less than 0.52 (mean less two standard deviations) were also excluded. Also based on a large series [30,31] using the same criteria, a spleen size larger than 140 mm has been established as the threshold for the definition of splenomegaly and excluded from the study.

Subjects who denied systemic arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus or cirrhosis and whose renal cortical echogenicity were normal at gray-scale ultrasound were assigned to the healthy control group. In some cases, a serum creatinine determination was also available. Patients whose kidney was more echogenic than the liver or whose serum creatinine was higher than 1.4 mg/dL were assigned to the chronic kidney disease (CKD) group without concern for the underlying disease.

All ultrasounds were performed by the same operator using a Sonosite 8000SE instrument (Samsung, Seoul, South Korea) with 3.5-mHz transducer. The only parameters that we considered significant for our study according to our baseline hypothesis were spleen and kidney dimensions and resistive indexes. With the patient in the lateral decubitus position, real-time splenic and left kidney examination was performed in both the longitudinal and transverse planes to achieve complete visualization of the organ. First, we measured the longitudinal diameter, which is the maximum length obtained with clearly defined splenic and kidney edges. Then we examined color Doppler flow and spectral Doppler, studying at least two and in most cases three infrasplenic arteries, immediately after they perforated through the organ capsule and intraparenchymal (interlobar or segmental) kidney arteries. The main renal arteries were not scanned.

Measurements were performed with the probe in such a position as to achieve an ultrasound beam nearly parallel to the blood flow direction of the artery (as close as possible to 0°). The resistive index of the spectra was manually measured with built-in software via the ultrasound scanner. A 2–4-mm spectral gate, no angle correction, and low scale without aliasing were used to sample blood flow velocity.

Statistical analysis

Results are presented as mean ± standard deviation for continuous variables and as a percentage for dichotomous variables. Groups were compared using the Student’s t-test for continuous variables and Chi-Square tests for categorical variables. Correlations between continuous variables were assessed using the Pearson’s test. The significance of the difference between the correlation coefficients of RRI and SRI in controls and CKD patients has been assessed using the Fisher R-to-Z transformation. RISK values were divided into tertiles. The groups (tertiles) were defined by RISK cut-off values reflecting the 33rd and 66th percentiles of the RISK distribution. Multivariate regression analysis evaluated the independent association of variables with the low RISK tertile in comparison to high RISK tertile. Data were analyzed using SPSS software (version 17.0, Chicago, Illinois, USA). Significant differences between groups were indicated by a p-value less than 0.05.

The institutional ethics committee approved the study protocol with the waiver of informed consent due to the retrospective nature of the study.

Results

A total of 318 patients (CKD patients, n = 135 and control subjects, n = 183) met the inclusion criteria. All kidneys from the healthy control group were normal at gray-scale ultrasound in terms of shape, echogenicity, localization and size. No kidney had evidence of pyelectasia or solid tumors; stones or cysts without pyelectasia were neglected.

Controls and CKD patients matched in age (52.0 ± 13.0 vs. 54.1 ± 16.0 years; p = 0.184) and sex (male, 45.9% vs 51.9%; p = 0.294). Serum creatinine (0.83 ± 0.20 vs. 3.27 ± 1.74 mg/dL; p < 0.001), RRI (0.60 ± 0.06 vs. 0.69 ± 0.09; p < 0.001), SRI (0.55 ± 0.06 vs. 0.58 ± 0.09; p < 0.001), RISK (0.06 ± 0.04 vs. 0.11 ± 0.08; p < 0.001), and spleen size (94.1 ± 13.2 vs. 100.8 ± 16.5 mm; p < 0.001) were higher in CKD patients.

RRI was significantly correlated with SRI in controls and CKD patients as well; however, the difference in the coefficient of determination of these correlations was statistically significant (Z = 2.29, p = 0.022) (Fig. 1).

The RISK mean value was 0.080 (SD = 0.064) for the whole group. Fourteen out of 318 participants (4.4%) had a RISK value less than zero. Twelve patients were from the healthy control group (6.6%), and two only were from CKD group (1.5%).

In the CKD group, RISK correlated inversely with age (r = −0.276; p = 0.001) and positively with serum creatinine levels (r = 0.509; p < 0.001) in univariate analysis. In the multivariate analysis,
creatinine remained an independent predictor of the high RISK (Wald = 13.07; p < 0.001; odds ratio = 1.87; 95% confidence interval 1.33–2.62). The influence of creatinine on RISK is highlighted in Fig. 2, which depicts the comparison of the correlation between values of RISK and creatinine in controls and CKD patients. No correlation was found between RISK and age and creatinine in controls (r = 0.036, p = 0.627 and r = 0.069, p = 0.665, respectively).

Fig. 1. Correlation between the RRI and SRI in the control and CKD patients. Although the renal and spleen RI have a good relationship in the control and CKD patients, the statistical difference between the coefficient of determination of both correlations (Fisher R-to-Z transformation) demonstrated that every unit of renal RI per spleen RI increment is greater in CKD patients than in the controls.

Fig. 2. Correlation between RISK and creatinine levels in the control and CKD patients. There is a conspicuous increase of RISK related to creatinine in CKD patients, whereas the same correlation line in the controls has no slope, an expected finding, since the amplitude of the variation of creatinine levels is negligible in this group.
Discussion

The finding of larger spleens in CKD patients versus controls is in line with studies that reported increased renal size assessed by scintigraphy in patients who were receiving hemodialysis [32] and heavier spleens in patients who underwent a splenectomy in preparation for renal transplantation [33]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study describing increased spleen size in CKD patients receiving a conservative treatment. This finding is even more impressive in view of the fact that spleens larger than 140 mm were excluded from analysis (nine from the CKD group and none from controls). However, the reason of this association is beyond the scope of this paper.

Despite the overwhelming majority of patients presenting with elevated blood pressure with no clear etiology and classified as having essential hypertension, the anti-hypertensive therapy can be withdrawn or can often be reduced by performing safe and widely used percutaneous transluminal angioplasty on well-selected patients with RAS, which is the most common cause of secondary hypertension.

Accordingly, an accurate screening diagnosis test is highly desirable in patients with suspected renovascular hypertension to identify who could benefit from early renal artery interventions when treatment may be more successful.

Plausibility of the hypothesis

This study addresses the hypothesis that the difference of resistive indexes in spleen and kidney (RISK) of CKD patients might be used to characterize the intrarenal Doppler tardus parvus phenomenon in RAS as an adjunct to current criteria based on Doppler technique. In line with the findings of Grün et al. [27], data from the present work showed that CKD patients have higher renal and spleen RI than control subjects. However, renal RI is affected to a higher extent than the spleen RI in CKD patients so that the average RISK is also higher in this group. Indeed, although the renal and spleen RI have a good relationship in the control and CKD patients, the statistical difference between both correlations demonstrated that every unit of renal RI per spleen RI increment is greater in CKD patients than in controls.

This phenomenon probably explains why the RISK is this group has a negative value in only two patients in contrast to 12 cases in the control group. As a consequence, it is reasonable to speculate that a negative RISK value in the CKD group would tip the balance between low RRI and high SRI towards low RRI which would be expected in the case of tardus parvus phenomenon in RAS. Moreover, a lower RISK value based on a high SRI does not seem logical in the current study clinical context [34–36].

One point worth spelling out is why more controls than CKD patients had negative RISK values. It is well known that the renal RI is higher in CKD, mainly due to interstitial and vascular histological changes [37], which would prevent the RISK being negative in almost all cases. In accordance with this study, RISK had a positive correlation with creatinine levels in univariate and multivariate analysis. Since such histological changes are not expected to occur in control subjects, the RRI is more likely to be lower than the SRI, which is a mandatory situation to have RISK negative values. This can be seen as an attribute that makes RISK more specific to mirror tardus parvus in CKD patients, a group well known as more likely to have RAS [13].

Taken together, it is reasonable to hypothesize that low RISK values, mainly negative values, point toward an intrarenal dampened arterial waveform, the pathophysiological basis of the tardus parvus phenomenon. Indeed, low or negative RISK value has been associated angiographically proved RAS in hypertensive patients without CKD [28]. On the other hand, the finding of RISK negative values, in controls and CKD patients without RAS, reported here and by others [27], challenge the cut-off value of ≤ 0.03 as indicative for RAS [28].

Disadvantages of current Doppler parameters

Doppler sonography has been established as a screening tool for detecting RAS. However, one of the drawbacks of using this test is that there are no established standard criteria for differentiating between normal and abnormal Doppler ultrasonographic results. Nonetheless, several published studies on diagnostic Doppler ultrasound have proposed various diagnostic criteria.

Direct evaluation of the main renal artery provides a reliable means of RAS evaluation [38]. However, it is time-consuming, difficult to reproduce, technically difficult in large patients, and limited by individual variability in the course of the main renal artery and by excessive bowel gas or inability to hold the breath [38]. Moreover, the stenosis is a very localized finding, and it necessitates scanning of the entire length of both renal arteries [39].

Indirect evaluation of RAS has emerged as an alternative method of identifying RAS. The rationale is that the flow at the renal hilum downstream to a hemodynamically significant stenosis should become damped and show slowed systolic acceleration with a decreased resistive index designating the tardus parvus effect [40,41].

Diagnostic criteria proposed to characterize tardus parvus phenomenon for the diagnosis of distal stenoses include blunting of early systolic peak acceleration (< 3 m/s²), an acceleration index greater than 4 m/s², an increase in time to systolic peak (> 0.07 s), or greater than 5% difference in RRI between kidneys [42].

Several articles have shown excellent results with this indirect technique [43,44]. Although such intrarenal parameters can be used as a shortcut to overcome technical demands inherent to main RAS interrogation, they also carry a lot of drawbacks which make them less likely to produce reliable information than a Doppler examination near the emergence of the renal arteries.

Firstly, in patients with atherosclerosis the tardus parvus waveform morphology is less obvious [45]. Secondly, analysis of intrarenal parameters has been shown to be highly reliable for detecting severe stenosis (75%) only [46]. Thirdly, patients who are young or have highly compliant arteries may have an absent early systolic peak, which may yield false-positive results [47]. Conversely, noncompliant vessels may not display the tardus parvus response and may result in false-negative results [22]. Fourthly, a drawback of the acceleration time determination has been that there are different remark points according to the waveform [24]. Fifthly, lateralization of the RI values obtained on the two kidneys is considered to be a reflection of unilateral stenosis [41]. However, it does not apply in patients with a solitary kidney or a renal allograft and if the stenosis occurs bilaterally this parameter may produce a false-negative finding [26]. Finally, the appearance of the waveforms is profoundly influenced by several extraneous factors, such as cardiac factors [48], age, use of anti-hypertensive drugs, preexistent parenchymal damage, remodeling of the microcirculation (atherosclerotic disease, hypertension, and diabetes), valvular heart disease, left ventricular contractility disorders and heart rate [43], and may make the test nonspecific.

Advantage of RISK parameter

Because of the above-mentioned disadvantages of the current criteria for characterization of the tardus parvus phenomenon, the proposal of new diagnostic criteria, even though it is in the step of knowledge creation, should be taken into consideration to improve practice guidelines for the diagnosis of RAS in CKD patients. Moreover, the resistive index is the most common Doppler parameter, and it is widely used and easier to calculate than systolic acceleration time.

A common criticism of the renal RI diagnostic criteria value has been that it reflects more the systemic cardiovascular burden and does not capture intrinsic renal abnormalities [49].

One can speculate that a possible solution to overcome these...
problems is a variable that would be able to help this situation by resolving or reducing the effect of extraneous factors on tardus parvus phenomenon interpretation.

Since cardiovascular factors and systemic atherosclerotic disease influence similarly renal and splenic RI, the splenic RI can be considered the correction factor that estimates the cardiovascular burden on renal RI [27]. Consequently, the effects of extraneous factors did not lead to any detectable change in the RISK, and the difference between renal and splenic RI can be interpreted as a more specific marker of renal disease [27].

Using the same principle, it is therefore reasonable to speculate that RISK has the potential to neutralize the impact of extraneous factors (since they would affect simultaneously renal and splenic RI) on the analysis and interpretation of renal RI, and consequently, to use lower values as indicative of RAS. Indeed, that has already been shown in hypertensive patients without CKD [28].

Inspired by the rationale behind RISK, the aim of the present study was to provide a theoretical basis for the development of a new Doppler diagnostic parameter for distinguishing the tardus parvus phenomenon related to RAS from tardus parvus related to systemic influences on Doppler morphology of intrarenal arteries in CKD patients too.

Of course, the most important limitation of the present study is that it has not been carried out in a clinical setting for which the diagnostic criteria had been proposed. Therefore, the data obtained in this investigation are not appropriate for the assessment of certain types of criteria had been proposed. Therefore, the data obtained in this investigation are not appropriate for the assessment of certain types of statistical analysis, such as sensitivity, specificity, and negative and positive predictive values. The attention was limited to differences in RISK values between the controls and CKD patients without RAS assuming that lower values could be associated with the tardus parvus phenomenon in case of RAS. Accordingly, as an effort to exclude RAS cases, it was decided to exclude all patients who had been referred for RAS screening, cases of asymmetrical kidney size (if left kidney was the smaller), or a Doppler sonogram that shows the classic appearance of a tardus parvus waveform in order to study a well-defined group of control and CKD patients without well-known findings related to renovascular hypertension. In addition, based on a large study population [30], patients with an RRI lower than mean less than two standard deviations, have also been excluded, since subjects with a low RRI carry the chance of having attributes that will make it possible to have tardus parvus. However, since no participant has been further studied to rule out RAS, it is not possible to exclude the likelihood that any patient has contaminated the sample.

Although further confirmations are needed, this method poses the potential to enhance the current conventional Doppler diagnosis criteria for RAS in CKD patients too. On the basis of data from this preliminary study combined with the conclusions of previous reports, it is reasonable to believe that researchers studying the value of the duplex ultrasound for renal artery disease should test RISK as criteria for tardus parvus in CKD patients. Therefore, it might be important to determine how these criteria perform in appropriate clinical situations in different centers.

In conclusion, RISK might be useful as an adjunct to refine the Doppler technique for characterization of the tardus parvus phenomenon and to improve screening and diagnostic tests for RAS in CKD patients. It would be valuable to assess this variable in the appropriate clinical setting to evaluate its applicability to clinical practice. Further studies carried out in the appropriate clinical framework are needed to determine the diagnostic value of RISK in comparison to gold standard methods.
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